A search for Lorentz-and CPT-violating signals in the double beta decay spectrum of 136 Xe has been performed using an exposure of 100 kg·yr with the EXO-200 detector. No significant evidence of the spectral modification due to isotropic Lorentz-violation was found, and a two-sided limit of −2.65 × 10 −5 GeV <å
A search for Lorentz-and CPT-violating signals in the double beta decay spectrum of 136 Xe has been performed using an exposure of 100 kg·yr with the EXO-200 detector. No significant evidence of the spectral modification due to isotropic Lorentz-violation was found, and a two-sided limit of −2.65 × 10 −5 GeV <å (3) of < 7.60 × 10 −6 GeV (90% C.L.) is placed on the relevant coefficient within the Standard-Model Extension (SME). This is the first experimental study of the effect of the SMEdefined oscillation-free and momentum-independent neutrino coupling operator on the double beta decay process.
I. INTRODUCTION
A central goal of physics is the development of a consistent framework unifying quantum mechanics and general relativity. Different approaches have been implemented to reconcile these two successful descriptions of nature. In this process, it was discovered that the breakdown of Lorentz and CPT (the combination of Charge, Parity, and Time-reversal transformations) symmetries at the Planck scale could arise in many candidates for a description of quantum gravity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The standard model of particle physics (SM), which has with few exceptions remained experimentally robust, assumes complete invariance under Lorentz transformations (boosts and rotations) which leads to invariance under CPT transformation. The observation of the violation of either of these symmetries would imply the observation of new physics beyond the SM.
Direct observation of physics at the Planck scale is not yet possible (length scales of ∼ 10 −35 m, and energy scales of ∼ 10
19 GeV.) However, it is possible that unconventional physics at very high energies could lead to suppressed effects at low energies, potentially observable with current experimental technologies. As almost all physical measurements that have been made to date have been compatible with the SM, a good candidate theory would be one that reduces to the SM at a particular limit -specifically at the limits that we have been able to probe by experiment. This theory could include Lorentz-violating operators which remain unobserved because their effects couple to quantities that are challenging to measure, such as gravity or weak interactions [7] [8] [9] .
The Standard-Model Extension (SME), developed by Kostelecký et al. [10] [11] [12] , provides a framework that meets these experimental requirements. In flat spacetime, the SME describes the interaction between SM particles with uniform and constant tensor fields permeating all of spacetime. These background fields would arise as non-zero vacuum expectation values of dynamical fields in the underlying theory. The coupling between SM particles and these background fields is characterized by so-called SME coefficients, which control the size of the breakdown of Lorentz symmetry. Each coefficient would need to be determined by experimental observation of the effect of the tensor field on particle interactions. The potential effects of these couplings on observable physics have been described for many sectors of physics, and experimental limits have been set on hundreds of SME coefficients. The current limits are compiled into a data table that is updated with new results annually [13] .
Neutrinos are an especially interesting probe of unconventional physics because they mainly interact through the weak interaction, which has been shown to break symmetries previously thought to be exact [14, 15] . The operators that couple to neutrinos in the SME affect the flavor oscillation properties, neutrino velocity, or phase space, often revealed as sidereal time dependence [16, 17] . Many experiments have searched directly for these effects and set limits on the coupling coefficients related to these particular tensor fields [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Other conservative limits have been estimated by analyzing published experimental data [8, 28, 29] .
To date, most of the direct searches for deviations from exact Lorentz and CPT invariance in the SME framework using neutrinos [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] have been based on oscillation. Nonetheless, some Lorentz-violating effects could remain undetected because of the nature of the corresponding experimental signatures. There exists an operator in the SME that couples to neutrinos which is momentum-independent and does not affect neutrino oscillation (oscillation-free) and is unobservable to longbaseline neutrino experiments [8] . This renormalizable Lorentz-violating operator, known as the countershaded operator, has mass dimension three and also breaks CPT. The corresponding countershaded coefficient has four components, one time-like (a (3) of ) 00 and three space-like (a (3) of ) 1m , with m = 0, ±1. A non-zero value of (a (3) of ) 00 would produce small deviations in the shape of the energy spectrum for single or double beta decay, which can be searched for experimentally. In order to probe the space-like components, measurement of the direction of the emitted betas is required. In this work we employ a new method to explore for the first time the effects of the countershaded coefficient (a
of ) 00 on a wide energy range of the double beta decay spectrum.
II. DETECTOR DESCRIPTION
The EXO-200 detector was built to measure the twoneutrino double beta decay (2νββ) spectrum of 136 Xe and to search for the neutrinoless version (0νββ) by measuring the electron energy sum spectrum from these processes with high precision. EXO-200 is a good candidate detector to search for the effects of the time-like component on double beta decay due to the low background of the experiment and ability to precisely measure the spectral shape.
The EXO-200 detector is described in detail elsewhere [32] . In summary, the detector is made up of two back to back cylindrical time projection chambers (TPCs) that share a central cathode, each roughly 40 cm in diameter and 22 cm in length. The detector is filled with liquid xenon (LXe) that has been enriched to 80.6%
136 Xe. The LXe is continually circulated through purifiers to remove electronegative impurities.
Ionizing particle interactions in the LXe produce both scintillation light and ionization electrons. The scintillation light is reflected by a teflon shell around the barrel of the detector and collected by an array of large area avalanche photodiodes [33] at the end-cap of each TPC. The free electrons are drifted by an electric field toward the end-caps of the TPC, passing a shielding wire plane ("v-plane") on which signals are induced. The charge is then collected on a wire plane that acts as the anode ("u-plane") held at virtual ground, which is crossed at 60
• from the v-plane. Signals are grouped together into "clusters" which correspond to a single, localized energy deposition in the detector. The combination of a scintillation signal with both a u-and v-signal allows the position of the cluster to be fully determined.
The detector is held in a bath of HFE-7000 cryogenic fluid, which is contained by a double-walled, vacuum insulated copper cryostat. The cryostat is surrounded by a 25 cm thick lead shield. The detector is mounted to the cryostat by copper legs, which also serve as conduits for electronics wiring and LXe flow.
The detector system is located in a clean room under an overburden of 1624 m.w.e. [34] at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant mine near Carlsbad, NM, USA. It is surrounded by an active muon veto system, which identifies 96% [34] of muons passing though the TPC and allows rejection of prompt cosmogenic backgrounds.
III. ANALYSIS METHOD
The coupling of a neutrino to the countershaded operator alters the neutrino momentum from the standard
of −å
ofq ) [30] . This deviation in the neutrino momentum modifies the double beta decay transition amplitude as well as the neutrino dispersion relation [30] . This leads to a differential decay rate in terms of the kinetic energies of the two emitted electrons (all energy variables are given in terms of m e ) of
where |V ud | is the first entry in the CKM matrix, G F is the Fermi constant, m e is the electron mass, |M 2ν | is the 2νββ nuclear matrix element, t i is the kinetic energy of the ith electron in units of electron mass, F (Z, t i ) is the Fermi function describing the Coulomb force between the electron and nucleus taking into account the nuclear size, p i is the momentum of the the ith electron, andω 0 = Q − t 1 − t 2 , where Q is the electron sum-spectrum Q-value. The coefficientå (3) of is the parameter of interest in this search, related to the time-like component of the countershaded operator coefficient bẙ a
4π. This decay rate can be separated into two distinct parts; the quintic term (ω 5 0 ) corresponds to the standard 2νββ process [35] , and the quartic term (ω 4 0 ) corresponds to the perturbation of the 2νββ spectrum due to the coupling of neutrinos to the Lorentz-violating operator (LVββ). Precision measurements of the 2νββ spectrum require |å (3) of | 1 [36] , so the total decay rate can be expressed as an addition of the two separate rates through a perturbation,
where Γ 0 is the decay rate from the standard 2νββ spectrum, and δΓ is the decay rate from the LVββ perturbation. The separate decay rates are related to the nuclear matrix element and phase space factors in Eqs. (3) and (4), where the phase space factor can also be expressed as two separate components through a perturbation, G 2ν = G 2ν 0 + δG 2ν . The spectral shapes for both parts, normalized to one, are shown in Figure 1 .
Eqs. (5) and (6) show the expressions for the two components of the phase-space factor with C = G The electron sum spectra of the standard 2νββ process (dotted line) compared with the perturbation due to Lorentz-violating effects, LVββ (dashed line). Both spectra are normalized to one. a (3) of searched for with a similar method to a recent search by EXO-200 for Majoron modes of double beta decay [31] . The negative value is searched for by subtracting the Lorentz-violating shape from the 2νββ spectrum.
The 2νββ nuclear matrix element depends on the transition between nuclear states, which is independent of the effects ofå (3) of . Its value is the same for Eqs. (3) and (4), calculated from the magnitude of the 2νββ spectrum. For the upper and lower bounds of LVββ, Eq. (3) is used to calculate |M 2ν | from the number of 2νββ counts, which is then used to calculate the limits onå (3) of .
IV. SEARCH STRATEGY
This analysis uses the same event reconstruction and fitting techniques as described in detail in previous publications [31, 36, 37] . The same data set is also used, consisting of a total exposure of 100 kg·yr acquired between September 2011 and September 2013. Probability density functions (PDFs) for the 2νββ and LVββ signals and expected backgrounds are produced using the Geant4-based [38] EXO-200 simulation software, which is described in detail elsewhere [36] . Both data and PDFs are separated into single-site (SS) and multi-site (MS) spectra according to the number of separate charge clusters observed. A simultaneous fit to the SS and MS spectra is performed to constrain both the β-like signal events, which are primarily SS, and the γ-like backgrounds, which are primarily MS. The fraction of SS vs. MS events for each PDF is constrained based on calibration studies with external γ sources. The observables from the fit are event energy, which is calculated from a linear combination of charge and scintillation channels that optimizes the energy resolution of the 208 Tl line near the 136 Xe Q-value (1.53% at 2457.83 ± 0.37 keV [39] ), and "standoff distance", which is the shortest distance between the various charge depositions and anode plane or reflector surface.
The energy scale for the EXO-200 detector is established with external γ sources, which may differ from the energy scale of beta events. A fit parameter called the "β-scale" (B) is defined to describe this potential difference, relating the γ-like and β-like energies with E β = BE γ , where E β (E γ ) is the measured energy deposition from β's (γ's). This parameter has been well constrained in previous analyses [36, 37] , but due to the similarity in shape between the 2νββ and LVββ spectra the methods previously used are not applicable for this analysis. The best fit β-scale is consistent with 1, but the floating β-scale parameter provides the dominant systematic error for this analysis.
The analysis region for this search is between 980 and 9800 keV. PDFs for expected backgrounds and the 2νββ and LVββ signal functions are fit to the selected data by minimizing the negative-log likelihood function. A profile likelihood scan over the number of LVββ integral counts added to or subtracted from the standard 2νββ spectrum is used to obtain limits at the 90% confidence level (CL).
Several studies were performed on the background model to obtain gaussian constraints on systematic uncertainties for the negative-log likelihood fit. The radon in the active liquid xenon has been constrained to within 10% of the activity determined from independent measurements. In addition, the single-site fraction (SS/[SS+MS]) of each PDF is constrained to within 4% of the mean calculated value, with the error arising from the largest difference in a binned comparison between source calibration data and Monte Carlo. An intensive study of the cosmogenic neutron capture gammas was performed [34] , and PDFs from neutron capture gammas on the surrounding materials are constrained together with a 20% error. The uncertainty on the background model was estimated by varying the locations of the main background sources and conservatively using the largest variation as an overall background normalization error (20%). This error includes the effects of perturbations to the 2νββ spectrum due to corrections to the Fermi function arising from the finite nuclear size [39, 40] and corrections due to weak magnetism [41] . In the case of a differing Fermi function, the 2νββ PDF integrals differed by 1.5%, and in the case of including weak magnetism effects the difference was < 1%. An overall normalization error of 8.6% is included, as well as a normalization term specifically for the LVββ PDF of 29% to account for differences in the shape of the signal between data and Monte Carlo. More information about the constraints can be found in [37] .
V. RESULTS
A profile likelihood scan was performed over both positive and negative contributions of LVββ counts, altering the standard 2νββ with both positive and negative values ofå (3) of as shown in Figure 2 . For each profile point in LVββ counts, a profile likelihood scan was performed over the β-scale to find the best fit value for that point, broadening the profile by about a factor of 10 from a profile with a fixed β-scale value. The scan shows a non-zero best fit value, but is consistent with zero at the 90% CL. Using Eqns. (2 -6) , the number of LVββ counts at the 90% CL was converted into limits on the parameter of interest of −2.65 × 10 −5 GeV <å
of < 7.60 × 10 −6 GeV.
The perturbed 2νββ spectra withå (3) of at the 90% CL limits are shown in Figure 3 .
The results were checked against the presence in the LXe or detector of exotic isotopes with gamma lines interfering with the analysis region. The difference in the number of LVββ counts with included PDFs for 88 Y and 110m Ag was found to be 1σ. Another group has previously calculated a limit on the parameter of interest of |(a (3) of ) 00 | < 2 × 10 −8 GeV by performing an outside analysis on the endpoint of the Mainz tritium beta decay data [29] . However, the limit presented by EXO-200 is the result of the first search for this parameter that fully accounts for experimental backgrounds and detector-related systematic uncertainties. The application of the techniques described in this work to the substantially larger data sets available with single beta decay sources [45] may allow even further improvements in sensitivity.
In conclusion, we report on the first experimental search in double beta decay for the the isotropic component of the coefficient describing the momentumindependent and oscillation-free operator coupling to neutrinos in the Standard-Model Extension. We detect no significant signal from studying the potential shape deviation from the standard 2νββ spectrum and set limits on the magnitude of this coefficient. Future work to independently constrain the beta energy scale could allow substantial improvement in sensitivity to this parameter with EXO-200.
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